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dale          David Field
berriman      Bill Hunter
kert          Robert Morgan
bryant        Phil Motherwell
barrett       Jim Daly
governor      Jim Shaw
gaunt         Simon Woodward
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             John Brumpton
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             Craig Goddard
             John Hamilton
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counsellor    David Bradshaw
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camera assistant     Jenny Handasyde
lighting assistants  Tegan Northwood
                     Simon Goetzel
sound recordist      Phil Winters
boom operator        Jade Majesticue

art director        Miranda Epstein
make-up Steven Meier
costume design Nadja Slovak
hairdresser Francesco Braione
runner Michael Chris
caterer Renato Leonardis
construction & standby props Rowan White
scaffolders Thomas Kennedy
art department assistants Daryl Hammond
armourer Lachlan Liley
post production sound Damien Sammon
sound editors John Furguson
sound mixer Glen Foster
sound mixer Peter Frost
foley artist Gerard Long
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track laying Robert Murphy
original music and lyrics Matt 'Razor' Thomas
composed by Paul Kelly
recorded at Metropolis Studios
mixer Matt 'Razor' Thomas
marketing consultant Fran Lanigan
production accountant Nick Tsihlakis
original processing Film Plus
neg matching Rohan Wilson
laboratory Cinevex
lab liaison Ian Anderson
titles The Funny Farm

"most people I know think that I'm crazy"
by Billy Thorpe and the Aztecs
courtesy of Mushroom Records
"she's my baby"
by Johny O'Keefe (sic)
courtesy of Festival Records
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Title:

The Board of Inquiry found that some prison officers of H Division did adopt unlawful and brutal methods of discipline against prisoners in that division.

The charges were dismissed in a Magistrate's Court.
Dale, after serving his full time became Australia’s most notorious hit man. He is now missing, believed murdered.

Bryant, upon his release was convicted of attempting to bomb Police State Headquarters. He is now classified 'never to be released'.
Bryant, upon his release was convicted of attempting to bomb Police State Headquarters. He is now classified 'never to be released'.

*Title:

Barrett is now certified.
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